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Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) Engineering is an emerging area of Software Engineering, which still lacks of adequate development approaches and tools for support compared to Web Engineering. Therefore, in most cases the development of RIAs is performed in an ad-hoc manner and it is just driven by a set of new frameworks, which are mainly classified into JavaScript-based and non-JavaScript-based frameworks. RIAs development involves design principles of Web and desktop applications because RIAs, which are a new generation of Internet applications, combine behaviours and features of these two kinds of applications. Furthermore, mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet computers are also being involved in RIAs development because of the growing demand for ubiquitous Web 2.0 applications; therefore, RIAs are known as multi-device RIAs. During the last few years different contributions have arisen with the aim of bridging the gap between the Web and the RIAs engineering support. These proposals which are either: 1) extensions of existing methodologies for Web and hypermedia applications development, or 2) Model-driven Development (MDD) methods for rich Graphic User Interfaces (GUIs) designing, which do not cover multi-device RIAs development. Furthermore, some proposals lack of support tools. Taking this into account, in this paper we propose a visual tool that implements a GUI pattern-based approach for code generation of multi-device RIAs. This visual tool called AlexandRIA is a source and native code generator for Rapid Applications Development (RAD), which allows automatically generating code based on a set of preferences selected throughout a wizard. In order to validate our proposal, two cloud services APIs-based multi-device RIAs are generated using AlexandRIA. Finally, a qualitative/quantitative evaluation was performed in order to accurate the legitimacy of our proposal against other similar academic and commercial proposals.
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1 Introduction

Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) are a new generation of Internet applications that combine behaviors and features of Web and desktop applications such as: 1) client-server architecture, 2) data-intensive handling and business logic execution both on the client-side and on the server-side, which results in advanced mechanisms of client-server communication, and 3) highly interactive multimedia content. Therefore, this kind of Internet applications allows users to do interactive data explorations through attractive visual interfaces increasing usability and performance requirements [1].

RIAs engineering is an emerging field of Software Engineering, which lacks of development approaches and tools for support compared with Web Engineering. For this reason, two main kinds of proposals have arisen in the literature: 1) extensions to existing methodologies for Web and hypermedia development, which are focused on data-intensive applications modeling and they ignore issues related to GUIs improvement and 2) Model-driven Development (MDD) methods for rich GUIs design, which are focused on legacy Web applications reengineering. However, these proposals are based on software modeling and although they finally allow generating source and executable code, at least in a semi-automatic way, they take too much development time and effort. Thus, the development of RIAs is performed in an ad-hoc manner and it is just driven by a set of well-known programming languages and frameworks such as Adobe® Flex, Microsoft® Silverlight™ and Google Web Toolkit™ [2].

Nowadays RIAs development demands design principles of Web and desktop applications, which are implemented by the so-called interaction design patterns. Furthermore, mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet computers have also been involved in RIAs development because of the ubiquitous requirements of Web 2.0 applications [3]. In this sense, RIAs are known as multi-device RIAs. This term covers RIAs that run as cross-browser Web applications, cross-platform desktop applications and applications for diverse mobile devices. A Web browser-based RIA is a Web 2.0 application that integrates desktop-like features and it can be based on HTML and JavaScript or on a RIA technology. A desktop RIA is a kind of RIA that is able to run off-Web browser. A mobile RIA is a native mobile application with an improved GUI. The architecture of these applications commonly has a services back-end which represents the business logic; in fact, the use of cloud services is increasingly common in the development of Web 2.0 applications.

Therefore, the adaptation of existing Web methodologies such as OOH [4], OOHDM [5], UWE [6] and WebML [7] in including RIA features is becoming more complicated. In this sense, new model-driven development (MDD) methods for designing rich GUIs such as RUX-Method [8], the work of Martinez-Ruiz, Arteaga, Vanderdonckt, Gonzalez-Calleros, & Mendoza [9] and the work of Valverde & Pastor [10] have considered a variety of devices and technologies for generating RIAs GUIs. However, these works do not cover multi-device RIAs development from the conception phase to the deployment phase. In contrast, the GUI pattern-based approach for code generation of multi-device RIAs we outline in this paper covers multi-device RIAs code generation, from the identification of the required type of application to the deployment of the generated application on target devices. This approach is mainly focused on GUIs aspects because it allows designing RIAs as compositions of interaction design patterns; nevertheless, it also considers other aspects of RIAs, namely the ability to distribute business logic operations between server and client and the use of sophisticated client-server communication mechanisms.
As a salient contribution, in this paper we propose a visual tool called AlexandRIA that automates an approach for code generation of multi-device RIAs. In fact, AlexandRIA is a code generator for Rapid Applications Development (RAD) that allows automatically generating source and native code based on a set of preferences selected throughout a wizard. AlexandRIA uses a set of reusable software components implementing interaction design patterns as well as diverse kinds of templates as the building blocks of the code generation engine. As a proof of concept, we have generated both the Web browser-based version and the native version of a mobile RIA based on popular cloud services APIs using AlexandRIA. Moreover, we have performed a two-part comparative evaluation in order to establish the appropriateness of AlexandRIA against other available RIAs development tools not only in terms of its features but also in terms of the features of the source and native code generated by using it.

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents a review of the state-of-the-art on RIAs engineering, section 3 describes the code generation algorithm behind AlexandRIA, section 4 describes the architecture and internal functionality of AlexandRIA, section 5 explains a case study for the generation of two cloud services APIs-based multi-device RIAs, section 6 presents the method aimed at assessing the proposed tool by comparing it against other available options, section 7 discuss the future directions. Finally the conclude remarks are made in section 8.

2 State of the art

In recent years, several works have been proposed with the aim of bridging the gap between the engineering support that traditional Web applications have and the lack of development methodologies, design methods, modeling languages and visual tools for support the development of Web 2.0 applications, specifically the design and development of RIAs. Linaje et al. [8] proposed a MDD method for designing RIA GUIs that allows engineering the adaptation of legacy model-based Web 1.0 applications to Web 2.0 GUIs. This method called RUX-Method broken down the GUI design in four levels: 1) concepts and tasks, 2) abstract interface, 3) concrete interface and 4) final interface. RUX-Method defines transformations between these design levels. Concepts and tasks are the data and business logic of the adapted Web application. GUI transformations are based on a RIA component library. Linaje, Preciado, Morales-Chaparro, Rodríguez-Echeverría, & Sánchez-Figueroa [12] proposed a MDD tool that implements the RUX-Method. This tool called RUX-Tool works together with the WebRatio® tool to obtain the content structure and the business logic of legacy WebML-designed applications and gives support to the automatic RIAs final interface code generation. The RUX-Tool is a RIA itself and its architecture has two sides: client and server side. The client side represents an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) whereas the server side represents an interface with the WebRatio® projects.

Bozzon et al. [7] proposed an extension of the WebML modeling language in order to capture the specificity of RIAs. This improvement applies to both data and hypertext design of conceptual modeling for Web applications. The extended models are able to capture the distinction between server and client-side entities and pages. Besides, in order to produce a running RIA, an extension of WebRatio® CASE tool architecture was provided by means of a client-side controller coded in LZX and the reuse of existing rules for server-side code generation. Valverde & Pastor [13] proposed a MDD approach to support the RIAs development. This approach introduces an interaction model that
defines the RIA GUI from the perspective of the user interaction and can be used inside a model-based Web methodology. The interaction model was composed of an abstract view, a concrete view and a set of model-to-code transformations. The abstract view was made up of abstract interaction design patterns whereas the concrete view is made up of RIA interaction design patterns which address technology-specific details. Urbieta et al. [5] proposed an extension of the Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) as an approach for designing RIAs. This approach used the Abstract Data View (ADV) design model to allow specifying the structure and behaviors of rich GUIs; also it extends the ADV formalism with the aim of giving support to the composition of GUI objects that correspond to different concerns which crosscut each other. In particular, the behavioral crosscutting concerns are separately modeled but are finally integrated using weaving ADV-charts.

Rossi, Urbieta, Ginzburg, Distante, & Garrido [14] presented an approach for systematically transforming a legacy Web application into a RIA. In this approach, the concept of Web Model Refactoring (WMR) was applied to navigation or interface models with the aim of introducing rich interface functionality in a Web application. The improvements are called RIA refactorings and are described as compositions of RIA GUIs, which instead of implying changing the original ADV model are formally specified by composing new ADVs. Koch, Pigerl, Zhang, & Morozova [15] proposed a pattern approach for the MDD of RIAs. The authors propose applying RIA patterns at a modeling phase by using UML state machines which can be embedded into the models of all UML-conform Web methodologies. They also proposed an extension of the UWE presentation layer meta-model, which implies the definition of meta-attributes. Meta-attributes allow tagging existing UWE models. Wright [16] proposed a MDD-compliant and platform-independent modeling language for RIAs called Internet Application Modeling Language (IAML) and a CASE tool that supports it. IAML reuses some modeling aspects of UML. Besides, IAML was designed following a model inference approach in order to allow inferring missing knowledge of models. The proposed CASE tool is an Eclipse-based tool that allows generating deployable HTML/JavaScript Web applications from model instances in IAML using the OpenArchitectureWare framework. Gharavi, Mesbah, & Deursen [17] proposed an MDD approach for generating AJAX Web applications. This approach includes an UML-based meta-model for modeling AJAX GUIs and an AndroMDA AJAX cartridge for generating the corresponding final code which is based on the ICEFACES framework. The proposed AJAX meta-model was integrated in the Platform-Specific Model (PSM) layer of the AndroMDA tool whereas the AJAX cartridge manages the PSM transformations.

Sorokin, Montero, & Martín [18] proposed an MDD framework for generating and evaluating Adobe® Flex applications. This framework defines four layers: task model, abstract interface model, concrete interface model and RIA final code. It also defines a set of transformations. The framework uses international standard task-based metrics in order to integrate usability evaluation facilities to the generated Adobe® Flex applications. The translation of the abstract interface to the MXML-based concrete interface is achieved using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) transformations. Paterno’, Santoro, & Spano [19] proposed an XML-based User Interface Design Language (UIDL) called MARIA XML, which provides support for multi-device interactive applications based on Web services. Furthermore, the associated tool that supports such language was also proposed. MARIA XML allows designing user interfaces at both abstract and concrete levels; also it provides useful support for dynamic generation of user interfaces adapted to different devices. The associated tool called MARIA TOOL supports the dynamic generation through XSLT transformations.
Melia et al. [4] proposed a MDD process for Google Web Toolkit™ (GWT)-based RIAs that extends the OOH methodology. The proposed process called OOH4RIA uses the OOH domain and navigation models to define the server-side of a RIA and introduces presentation and orchestration models that represent the client-side of a RIA. The presentation model was formalized by a meta-model of RIA widgets. The orchestration model, which was based on the UML state machine diagram, captures interaction design patterns from widgets.

Machado et al. [6] proposed an extension to the UWE methodology for RIAs development. This extension called UWE-R covers navigation, presentation and processes aspects, which are defined using stereotypes. Navigation extensions allow modeling: 1) no-hypertext based nodes such as Flash and Java applets, and 2) asynchronously and visual continuity behaviors. Presentation extensions allow modeling widget containers common in RIA GUIs. Finally, processes extensions basically refer to the distinction between server-side and client-side processes. Martinez-Ruiz et al. [9] proposed a MDE method for designing RIA GUIs that is composed of four phases. In the first phase a task & domain model was defined. In the second phase a set of abstract user interfaces defined in UsiXML are generated using the IDEALXML tool. In the third phase the selected abstract user interface was transformed to a concrete user interface composed of native XAML, MXML or LZX components using XSLT transformations. In the fourth phase a final user interface code was generated using XSLT transformations. Dolog & Stage [20] proposed an UML-based design method for RIAs called ADRIA. This method employed task models for describing structural details of user interaction, also it proposes: 1) an interaction spaces model, which describes how particular tasks are supported by a user interface and 2) a guide model, which uses statechart diagrams for modeling behavioral details of user interaction. Stearn [21] described an application runtime engine for desktop and Web Mozilla-based RIAs. This framework called XULRunner was based on the Mozilla Firefox codebase. The XULRunner GUI layer mainly uses the XUL language for the definition of user interfaces but also supports other languages such as HTML. The XULRunner business logic layer relies on Cross Platform Component Object Model (XPCOM) which integrates JavaScript, C/C++, Java and Python programming languages. JavaScript is primarily used for controlling XULRunner-based applications.

Preciado, Linaje, Sanchez, & Comai [22] proposed an evaluation process based on main RIA features in order to obtain the suitability of an existing methodology for modeling RIAs. Web methodologies such as UWE and WebML, multimedia methodologies like OMMMA and hypermedia methodologies like HMT are compared in this work. The authors conclude that none of the evaluated methodologies allow properly modeling RIAs, although most of the modern Web and hypermedia methodologies are sufficiently flexible to be extended towards RIAs features. Valverde & Pastor [10] proposed a MDD GUI development process for Web 2.0 applications. This approach includes: 1) a generic and Web methodology-independent RIA meta-model, which combines both the static and dynamic views of RIA GUIs and it can be used to define technology-specific RIA meta-models and 2) a weaving meta-model that establishes the relationships between the RIA meta-model and the chosen Web methodology meta-model. This approach can be used inside any model-based Web methodology such as OWS. Rodríguez-Echeverría, Conejero, Linaje, Preciado, & Sánchez-Figueroa [23] proposed a MDD re-engineering process of WebML-designed applications into RIAs. In this work, the following meta-models are defined: 1) a CMM meta-model that is the WebML meta-model, 2) a RMM meta-model that is the CMM meta-model extended with RIA features and 3) a VMM meta-model that is the weaving meta-model for driving the model composition process; i.e., the generation of the final RIA
models which were performed by using generic ATL transformation rules. Martínez-Nieves et al. [1] proposed a model-based process for RIAs development that merges features from UWE methodology and ADV design model. This process called Phases Process for RIAs Development (PPRD) defines six phases: 1) requirements identification, 2) requirements modeling, 3) architecture definition, 4) conceptual modeling, 5) navigation modeling and 6) presentation modeling. Requirements, conceptual and navigation modeling phases employ UWE models whereas presentation modeling uses the ADV design model for designing the GUI appearance.

Finally, we have analyzed Adobe® AIR® Launchpad 3.0.1 which is a desktop tool developed by Adobe® that allows generating ready-to-compile source code of Adobe® AIR-based applications, i.e., desktop applications and applications for Android®, Apple® iOS and BlackBerry® Tablet OS platforms deployed on the Adobe® AIR® runtime. The generated source code is located in a folder structure which is ready-to-import in Adobe Flash® Builder® 4.5. Despite the similarities to our proposal, the major drawbacks of this tool are 1) it does not generate native code and 2) it does not consider the generation of Web applications.

In order to analyze more precisely the works described above and compare them with our proposal, we have defined a comparative table (see Table 1) which summarizes relevant issues of these researches and classifies them in: 1) extensions of Web and hypermedia methodologies, 2) purely RIAs development approaches and 3) RIAs GUI development approaches, which are used inside of existing Web methodologies. This classification is inspired by the classification proposed by Busch & Koch [2]. Based on results obtained from the comparative analysis summarized in table 1 we can conclude that current initiatives for RIAs engineering suffer from several drawbacks such as: a) they do not consider the multi-device nature of RIAs; i.e., they do not consider the convergence of Web applications, desktop applications and applications for mobile devices, b) Unlike our proposal, some are based on the MDD approach; therefore, they are focused on software modeling putting the automatic code generation in second place and c) many do not have tool support, which implies more development time and effort.

These deficiencies can be improved by: a) a development approach that integrates the multi-device feature of RIAs b) a visual tool that supports the development of multi-device RIAs enabling code generation in a fully-automatic way. This work tries solving the aforementioned deficiencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposal</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Underlying Web Methodology</th>
<th>Multi-device RIAs Support</th>
<th>Interaction Design Patterns Support</th>
<th>Tool Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OOH4RIA [4]</td>
<td>Hypermedia methodology extension (meta-model)</td>
<td>GWT-based RIAs development</td>
<td>OOH</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (UML state machine diagrams)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Hypermedia methodology extension (ADV model)</td>
<td>RIAs development</td>
<td>OOHDM</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (ADV-charts)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWE-R [6]</td>
<td>Web methodology extension (meta-model)</td>
<td>RIAs development</td>
<td>UWE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Web methodology</td>
<td>Data-intensive RIAs</td>
<td>WebML</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>WebRatio®</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 AlexandRIA’s Code Generation Algorithm

Although there are several proposals related to RIAs development as is summarized in Table 1, there is no approach that entirely addresses multi-device RIAs. Furthermore, there is no proposal that covers the development of multi-device RIAs in an automatic or semi-automatic way. In order to achieve these drawbacks, we have proposed a code generation visual tool for multi-device RIAs development called AlexandRIA. The code generation approach implemented by AlexandRIA is a GUI pattern-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposal</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Underlying Web Methodology</th>
<th>Multi-device RIAs Support</th>
<th>Interaction Design Patterns Support</th>
<th>Tool Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPRD [1]</td>
<td>UML model-based process for RIAs</td>
<td>RIAs analysis and designing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>CASE tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>MDE GUI design method</td>
<td>RIAs development</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPMRD [11]</td>
<td>Code generation process for RIAs</td>
<td>RIAs development</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAML [16]</td>
<td>MDD-compliant modeling language for RIAs</td>
<td>RIAs development</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>EMF based-tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>MDE process for RIAs</td>
<td>AJAX-based RIAs development</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>AndroMDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARIA XML [19]</td>
<td>Modeling language for interactive applications</td>
<td>Web services-oriented interactive applications development</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Partially (Multi-device GUI)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>MARIA TOOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADRIA [20]</td>
<td>UML model-based analysis and design method</td>
<td>RIAs analysis and designing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Any CASE tool (UML)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>MDE process for RIAs</td>
<td>Legacy WebML-designed apps. reengineering and RIAs development</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Partially (related to synchronization)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>GUI design method for MDE of RIAs (meta-model)</td>
<td>Legacy Web applications reengineering and RIAs development</td>
<td>Any model-based (navigation model)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (Meta-models)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>GUI reengineering method for MDE of RIAs</td>
<td>Legacy Web applications reengineering</td>
<td>Any model-based (Interface model based on ADVs)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (ADV-charts)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of proposals for RIAs engineering
based approach like [15]; therefore, it is mainly focused on RIA’s GUI details. However, it is inspired by some approaches such as [7], RUX-Method [8], UWE-R [6] and OOH4RIA [4] in order to incorporate high-level abstractions not only for designing rich GUIs but also for distributing business logic operations between client and server as well as for employing advanced client-server communication mechanisms. According to the classification of RIAs proposed by Preciado, Linaje, Sanchez, & Comai [24], not only standalone RIAs are covered by AlexandRIA but also distributed RIAs.

Considering that the demand for RIA technologies is driven by the increase in the development of cloud services APIs-based applications; our proposal is focused on generating cloud services APIs-based RIAs where the functionalities are implemented in terms of methods from cloud services APIs, i.e., in terms of server-side data and business logic operations. In this sense, business logic distribution is addressed at a domain-independent level where the operations at AlexandRIA-level, namely, data validation, data retrieving and data filtering can be distributed between client and server; it is important to notice that, mixed business logic operations are out of the scope of our proposal. On the other hand, data storage distribution is currently not addressed by AlexandRIA. As a proof concept, AlexandRIA uses cloud services APIs from popular Web 2.0 websites such as Twitter®, eBay® and Google Maps™, to mention but a few. In fact, as it is explained in section 4 of this work, the cloud services APIs underlying AlexandRIA are encapsulated by a set of predefined GUI/business logic components which are stored in a repository along diverse kinds of templates.

In detail, the code generation approach implemented by AlexandRIA comprises the following phases: 1) identifying the type of multi-device RIA to be generated as well as the target platform 2) defining the data and business logic operations by means of functionalities provided by cloud services APIs, 3) designing the GUI as an abstract composition of interaction design patterns, 4) linking GUI events to business logic operations at AlexandRIA-level in order to determine the distribution of these business logic operations between client and server, 4) refining the abstract GUI in order to obtain a concrete GUI 5) establishing the application configuration settings according to the type of multi-device RIA to be generated and the target platform 6) generating the source code starting from reusable GUI/business logic components encapsulating cloud services APIs and implementing interaction design patterns according to the concrete GUI, 7) compiling the source code and generating the executable code according to the target platform, if applicable. In detail, the GUI design method proposed as part of the code generation approach is based on the Abstract Data View (ADV) design model and it comprises two abstraction levels at two design levels: 1) abstract GUI at application’s views level, where each view is modeled as a composed ADV made up of interaction design patterns modeled in turn as simple ADVs; here, the ADV design model is extended in order to allow developers to specify if the business logic operations at AlexandRIA-level, which are executed in response to certain GUI events must be executed either as client-side or server-side operations, 2) concrete GUI design at application’s views level, which is achieved by simply adding look and feel details to each abstract GUI representing an application’s view, 3) abstract GUI design at application level, where the application’s GUI is modeled as a composed ADV made up of application views modeled in turn as composed ADVs and 4) concrete GUI design at application level, which is achieved by simply adding look and feel details to the application’s concrete GUI.
Taking into account the functionality limitations, license issues and poor documentation of other available technologies for cross-platform RIAs development, we have selected Adobe® Flex 4.5 and PhoneGap® 1.0 for generating code of multi-device RIAs. Adobe® Flex is a free and open source framework for building Web, desktop and mobile RIAs with a common code base. It includes the MXML and ActionScript programming languages, which are compiled together into a single SWF file\(^a\). PhoneGap® is a free and open source framework that enables building native applications for mobile devices using JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS3 technologies\(^b\). Therefore, AlexandRIA is based on both ActionScript and JavaScript technologies. However, the code generation algorithm can be easily adapted and used with other related frameworks such as Microsoft® Silverlight™. The workflow of the AlexandRIA’s code generation algorithm is explained below.

1. Input the required type of multi-device RIA, the target platforms, the set of cloud services APIs to be consumed (domain-specific business logic operations), the set of interaction design patterns to be implemented, the preferences related to distribution of the domain-independent business logic operations and the set of configuration settings. Here, only one of the following kinds of multi-device RIA can be generated: 1) Web browser-based RIA, 2) mobile Web browser-based RIA, i.e., a kind of Web browser-based RIA which is optimized to be displayed on mobile devices, 3) desktop RIA or 4) native (standalone) mobile RIA. For practical purposes, we will hereafter refer to multi-device RIA simply as RIA; similarly, we will hereafter to both Web browser-based RIA and mobile Web browser-based RIA as Web browser-based RIA. In addition, the following mobile platforms are supported by AlexandRIA: Android®, Apple® iOS, BlackBerry® Tablet OS and Windows® Phone. It is important notice that more than one mobile platform can be selected at a time. In this sense, if only mobile platforms supported by Adobe® AIR are selected, then only one set of source code files is generated, i.e., a set of multi-device source code files is generated. Finally, configuration settings include the following information: 1) properties independent of the type of multi-device RIA, 2) Web-specific properties 3) desktop-specific properties, 4) mobile-specific properties, 5) mobile platform-specific properties.

2. If a desktop RIA or a native mobile RIA is required then:
   a. Input the set of digital certificates needed to sign the installation files. To deploy both desktop RIAs and native mobile RIAs on target devices, installation files must be created. Installation files for mobile devices are commonly signed using digital certificates.
   b. Select the necessary configuration file templates according to both the required type of multi-device RIA and the target platforms.

3. Select the necessary application templates according to the required type of multi-device RIA and the target platforms.

4. Select the necessary GUI/business logic components according to the required cloud services APIs, the interaction design patterns and the target platforms.

\(^a\) http://www.adobe.com/products/flex.html
\(^b\) http://www.phonegap.com/
5. Create the appropriate application folder structure according to the required type of multi-device RIA.

6. Generate the source code files:
   a. Generate the application GUI/business logic files by instantiating the selected application templates and linking the selected GUI/business logic components.
   b. If a Web browser-based RIA is required then:
      i. Generate a server-side Web page that replicates client-side business logic operations according to the preferences related to distribution of business logic operations. As result, a PHP-based or JSP-based Web page is obtained.
   c. If a desktop RIA or a native mobile RIA is required then:
      i. Generate the application configuration files by instantiating the selected configuration file templates and linking the provided configuration settings.

7. Generate the native code files:
   a. If a Web browser-based RIA is required then:
      i. Generate a Web page wrapper (front-end) for the executable file. A simple HTML-based Web page embedding the SWF file is obtained.
   b. If a Web browser-based RIA, a desktop RIA or a native RIA for Android®, Apple® iOS and BlackBerry® Tablet OS-based devices is required then:
      i. Compile the source code files into an executable SWF file. SWF files run in a different way depending on the type of application.
      ii. Package and sign an installation file for each target platform by using the corresponding digital certificate. As result, air, apk, ipa and bar files can be obtained.
   c. If not:
      i. Package an installation file for Windows® Phone. As result, a xap file is obtained.

8. Output a ZIP file packaging the source code files within an application folder structure and the installation files, in the specific case of mobile RIAs.

4 AlexandRIA: Architecture and Functionality

Taking into account that the development of tools leveraging on high level primitives and code generation is a main research direction for RIAs engineering [24], we have developed a visual tool to automate the code generation of multi-device RIAs, which is a Web browser-based RIA itself. Accordingly to the Software Engineering Institute (SEI), software development organizations use tools to support many of the activities necessary to transform a set of customer needs into a useful product [25]. In this sense, the proposed tool called AlexandRIA is a tool for RAD that guides developers throughout a set of well-defined phases from a GUI pattern-based approach.
As a fundamental principle of RAD tools, code generators must generate source code from high-level constructs. AlexandRIA uses not only reusable GUI/business logic components as high-level constructs but also application and configuration file templates which can be reused according to the type of multi-device RIA to be generated and the target platform. In addition, RAD tools must generate executable code at least in a semi-automatic way [28]. AlexandRIA is in accordance with these principles; in fact, it automatically generates source and native code of multi-device RIAs, without requiring hand coding and much less requiring software modeling. According to the above, RAD tools allow saving development time, effort and budget enabling much higher productivity [29]. Furthermore, AlexandRIA automates a code generation approach which is inspired by some already existing RIAs development approaches in order to achieve the aforementioned goals; hence it may ensure less error-prone applications.

Furthermore, in RAD tools architecture, the core of the code generation automation is the repository. In this sense, AlexandRIA uses an Apache HTTP server-based repository which is mainly intended to store XML-based documents. Actually, the AlexandRIA’s repository has a set of sub-repositories due to the diversity of XML-based documents to be stored.

AlexandRIA allows developers to generate both source and native code of: 1) Web browser-based RIAs 2) mobile Web browser-based RIAs 3) multiplatform desktop RIAs, and 4) native RIAs for mobile devices based on Android®, Apple® iOS, BlackBerry® Tablet OS and Windows® Phone platforms. Generated desktop RIAs are supported by Windows® and Mac OS® X operating systems.

4.1 Architecture Description
AlexandRIA has a layered design in order to organize its components. This layered design allows extensibility and easy maintenance because its tasks and responsibilities are distributed. In fact, maintenance is a major issue in the development of AlexandRIA; therefore, we propose a mechanism for easily adding and removing software components and templates from repositories.

The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 1. This architecture is composed of five layers; each layer has a specific function explained as follows:

- **Presentation**: This layer has a set of Graphic User Interfaces (GUIs) enabling the interaction between the users and the application by generating events on GUI controls. This set of GUIs is implemented in Adobe® Flex.

- **Integration**: This layer responds to user requests via GUI event handlers; i.e., it indicates to the services layer which services must be executed depending on requirements specified by users throughout the AlexandRIA’s wizard phases. In this sense, user requirements are manipulated using XML-based documents. Furthermore, this layer is responsible for building the responses that are finally presented to users.

- **Services**: This layer implements the algorithm for generating source and native code of multi-device RIAs. It contains the code generation engine which includes class libraries for cross-platform RIAs frameworks such as Adobe® Flex 4.5 and PhoneGap® 1.0. Class libraries allow extending the code generation engine to other platforms. This layer also contains the maintenance engine which allows easily extending the functionalities provided by the applications to be generated. It is important to notice that, this layer is responsible for
retrieving the necessary XML-based documents, i.e., templates and software components, from repositories during code generation.

- **Data Access:** This layer represents the AlexandRIA’s back-end. It has a set of PHP-based scripts acting as a template engine, i.e., it is responsible for instantiating templates during code generation. This layer is also responsible for managing non XML-based documents.

- **Data:** This layer has a set of GUI/business logic components providing functionalities to applications to be generated by means of cloud services APIs and a set of GUI/business logic components implementing interaction design patterns. These components are specialized according to the cross-platform RIA frameworks underlying to AlexandRIA. In this sense, it has both MXML/ActionScript-based components and HTML/JavaScript-based components. Cloud services APIs supported by AlexandRIA are: YouTube™ Data and YouTube™ Player, Google Custom Search™, Flickr®, Twitter® REST, eBay® Finding, Google Maps™, Last.fm®, Yahoo!® Weather and Delicious APIs. Similarly, AlexandRIA supports the following interaction design patterns proposed by Scott & Neil [26]: inline paging, auto complete, scrolled paging (carousel), virtual scrolling, refining search, virtual panning, drag and drop, list inlay, periodic refresh, brighten and dim (lightbox effect) and progress indication. This layer also has a set of application templates which are specialized in Adobe® Flex-based applications templates and PhoneGap®-based applications templates because of the cross-platform RIA frameworks underlying to AlexandRIA. AlexandRIA uses an application template for each type of multi-device RIA to be generated, i.e., for Web browser-based RIAs either desktop or mobile version, for desktop RIAs, and for native mobile RIAs. These application templates allow generating diverse kinds of multi-device RIAs covering a wide range of popular mobile operating systems. Besides the sub-repositories for XML-based documents, this layer has a sub-repository for storing digital certificate files. Furthermore, it also has a sub-repository for storing files generated by AlexandRIA as a result of source and native code generation processes.

4.2 Components Description

Each layer of the architecture contains a set of components whose functions are described below.

- **Wizard tool:** This component represents the source of the GUI events generated from the interaction between the final user and AlexandRIA. As Neil [27] suggests, rich design must be addressed from four design levels: 1) application structure, 2) screen layouts, 3) GUI controls and 4) user interactions. In order to guide the final user throughout a set of well-defined stages, this component was designed following the Wizard screen design pattern.

- **Maintenance GUI:** This component represents the source of the GUI events generated from the interaction between the administrator and AlexandRIA. In this sense, it allows administrator to provide and remove software components as well as application and configuration templates. It also allows removing resources already stored in the repositories.

- **Folder Structure Generator:** This component generates a folder structure based on the folder structure defined by the PPMRD process [11] for each application to be generated by AlexandRIA.
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- **Request Analyzer**: This component listens to the user requests and determines the actions to be accordingly executed. In the particular case of code generation requests, this component generates XML-based documents for encapsulating the requirements specified by the users throughout the AlexandRIA’s wizard phases, i.e., type of multi-device RIA, cloud services APIs, target platforms and configuration parameters.

- **Code Generation Orchestrator**: This component generates user preferences trees starting from XML-based documents encapsulating the requirements specified by users throughout the AlexandRIA’s wizard phases; it also parses resulting XML trees and determines the services to be executed depending on the required type of multi-device RIA.

- **ZIP packager**: This component locates both the folder structure (source code files) and the installation files/wrapper (native code) into a single ZIP file which is presented to the user at the last phase of the AlexandRIA’s wizard.

- **Configuration Files Generator**: In the case of Adobe® AIR-based applications, this component creates the corresponding AIR application descriptor file based on the parameters configured by the user. In the case of PhoneGap®-based applications, this component creates a configuration file which is an XML-based document used by the PhoneGap® Build cloud service for generating installation files.

- **Source Code Compiler**: This component invokes the Adobe® Flex application compiler to compile the generated MXML/ActionScript files (source code files) into SWF files.

- **Application Packager**: In the case of Adobe® AIR-based applications and depending on the target platforms indicated by the user, this component invokes either Adobe® AIR® SDK tools or Blackberry® SDK tools which allow packaging and digitally signing generated SWF files into installation files. In the particular case of Web browser-based applications, this component generates application wrappers using the Apache Ant tool. Besides, for packaging PhoneGap®-based applications this component uses the PhoneGap® Build cloud service.

- **Adobe® Flex Project Files Generator**: In the case of Adobe® Flex-based applications, this component generates the .project, .actionScriptProperties and .flexProperties files which are used by Adobe Flash® Builder® projects.

- **Source Code Generator**: This component primarily generates MXML/ActionScript or HTML/JavaScript source code files according to the required type of multi-device RIA, the target platforms, the interaction design patterns and the cloud services APIs selected by the user. This component is also responsible for generating PHP-based or JSP-based Web pages for server-side business logic operations.

- **Libraries**: This component has a set of class libraries for different cross-platform RIAs frameworks which allows generating source code for several target platforms.

- **Configuration File Templates Repository**: This repository has one configuration file template for each platform supported by AlexandRIA, i.e., there is one template for each platform supported by Adobe® AIR as well as one template for generating configuration files for Windows® Phone applications based on PhoneGap®. Configuration files for Adobe® AIR-based applications are known as AIR application descriptor files.
• **Back-end scripts**: This component has a set of scripts written in the PHP programming language which is responsible for performing low-level tasks related to the file system managing during code generation, e.g., files and folders writing, files and folders copying and execution of SDK command-line tools. In this sense, the Back-end scripts component is responsible for placing the generated source code files into the corresponding folder structures. In the case of Adobe® Flex-based applications, the folder structure must be composed of: 1) a folder called “src”, which includes the application source code files such as MXML/ActionScript files, 2) a folder called “libs” that includes class libraries, i.e., SWC files and 3) a folder called “bin-debug”, which includes files generated by the Adobe® Flex SDK compiler; it is worth mentioning that this folder structure is similar to the default folder structure used by Adobe® Flash® Builder® for creating projects. Furthermore, this component is responsible for managing digital certificates during native code generation.

• **Inputs handler**: This component is responsible for storing new resources into the corresponding repositories as well as removing already stored resources from repositories.

• **MXML/ActionScript-based Components Repository**: This repository enables persistence for the set of GUI/business logic components based on MXML and ActionScript.

• **HTML5/JavaScript-based Components Repository**: This repository enables persistence for the set of GUI/business logic components based on HTML5 and JavaScript technologies.

• **Flex Applications Templates Repository**: This repository enables persistence for Adobe® Flex-based applications templates, which are based on MXML and ActionScript technologies. There is one application template for each kind of Adobe® Flex-based application supported by AlexandRIA, i.e., for Web browser-based RIAs either desktop or mobile version, for desktop RIAs and for native mobile RIAs. Additionally, this repository enables persistence for Adobe® Flex project file templates.

• **PhoneGap Applications Templates Repository**: This repository enables persistence for PhoneGap®-based application templates, which are based on HTML5 and JavaScript technologies. There is one application template for each kind of PhoneGap®-based application supported by AlexandRIA, i.e., for Windows® Phone applications.

• **Certificate Files Repository**: This repository enables persistence for digital certificates files in PKCS12 format as well as for other resources provided by users. This repository also stores files generated by AlexandRIA during validation of certificate expiration dates, Certification Authorities (CAs) and passwords.

• **Output Repository**: This repository enables persistence for files generated by AlexandRIA as a result of source and native code generation processes. Basically, for each application required by the user, the folder structure proposed in the phase “creating the application folder structure” of PPMRD is generated and located in this repository.

4.3 Workflow Description

The relationships between the components of the AlexandRIA’s architecture describe two main workflows in which the functions are executed in a sequentially way: 1) code generation and 2)
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maintenance. Code generation workflow is composed of two main sub-workflows: 1) Web browser-based RIAs code generation and 2) code generation of both desktop RIAs and native mobile RIAs. These sub-workflows are triggered starting from phase 4 of the AlexandRIA’s wizard.

The phases of both main sub-workflows to be processed during the execution of the tool are described below through a consecutive numbering: these sub-workflows describe the architecture’s functionality which is depicted in Figure 2. For practical purposes, details about code generation for more than one mobile platform at a time are excluded.

Figure 2. AlexandRIA’s workflow

1. The user requests the generation of a multi-device RIA.
2. The Tool wizard component triggers a special GUI event when the user completes its phase 4.
3. Once the event that indicates the completion of the phase 4 of the AlexandRIA’s wizard is identified by the request analyzer component, an XML-based document is generated for encapsulating the requirements specified by the user throughout the first three phases. Finally, this XML-based document is sent to the code generation orchestrator component.
4. The code generation orchestrator component creates the user preferences tree starting from the incoming XML-based document. This XML tree is parsed in order to identify the services that must be executed. Initially, if a desktop RIA or a native mobile RIA is required, then the code generation orchestrator component sends an HTTP request to the configuration file templates repository in order to retrieve the necessary AIR application descriptor file template or the PhoneGap® configuration file template according to both the required type of multi-device RIA and the target platform.
5. Once the appropriate configuration file template is retrieved, if a Web browser-based RIA, a desktop RIA or a native RIA for Android®, Apple® iOS or BlackBerry® Tablet OS-based mobile devices is required, then the code generation orchestrator component sends an HTTP request to the Flex applications templates repository in order to retrieve the appropriate
application template according to the required type of multi-device RIA. Besides, if a RIA for Windows® Phone-based devices is required, then the code generation orchestrator component sends an HTTP request to the PhoneGap applications templates repository for retrieving the corresponding PhoneGap®-based application template. This component analyzes the user preferences tree to identify the amount of cloud services APIs required by the user. AlexandRIA uses an application template for each type of multi-device RIA to be generated. Furthermore, it uses two special types of templates for Web browser-based and desktop RIAs that includes more than one cloud services API, these special kinds of template uses an Adobe® Flex StackView navigator component and an Adobe® Flex TabNavigator navigator component respectively. In this sense, in the case of Web browser-based and desktop RIAs code generation, if more than one cloud services API is required, then either a view-based application template or a tabbed application template is used, otherwise a single-view application template is used. Similarly, AlexandRIA uses these two kinds of template for generating mobile RIAs regardless of the amount of cloud services APIs required by the user. For instance, the view-based application template for Adobe® Flex-based mobile applications uses an Adobe® Flex ViewNavigatorApplication container component which implements a view-based navigation model. This approach allows designing mobile applications that are composed of a set of full-screen views, each of them is implemented by an Adobe® Flex View container component. Each application’s view links an MXML/ActionScript component that implements just one cloud services API. Switching between views is controlled by an Adobe® Flex ActionBar control to which is added an Adobe® Flex Button control for each application view. Moreover, the view-based application template for PhoneGap®-based applications uses a div (HTML <div> tag) based layout for setting up an HTML external page for each application view. Each HTML external page links an HTML5/JavaScript-based GUI/business logic component implementing just one cloud services API by means of interaction design patterns, i.e., other HTML5/JavaScript–based GUI/business logic components. Switching between pages is allowed by using a tab-bar based on an HTML list (HTML <ul> tag).

6. Once the appropriate application template is retrieved, if a Web browser-based RIA, a desktop RIA or a native RIA for Android®, Apple® iOS or BlackBerry® Tablet OS-based mobile devices and the generation of an Adobe® Flash Builder 4.5 compatible project is required, then the code generation orchestrator component sends a series of HTTP requests to the Flex applications templates repository in order to retrieve the .project, .actionScriptProperties and .flexProperties file templates.

7. Once the Adobe® Flex project file templates are retrieved, the code generation orchestrator component calls the folder structure generator component.

8. The folder structure generator component sends an HTTP request to the back-end scripts component for generating the folder structure for the required multi-device RIA.

9. The back-end scripts component analyzes the incoming HTTP request in order to identify the requested low-level task. In the case of folder structure generation, this component creates a series of folders within the output repository. Finally, the back-end scripts component returns a value that indicates the successful or failed execution of the low-level operation.
10. If the value returned by the back-end scripts component indicates a successful operation and an Adobe® AIR-based application or a PhoneGap®-based application is required, then the configuration file generator component is called. Besides, if the value returned by the back-end scripts component indicates a successful operation and a Web browser-based application is required, then the source code generator component is directly called (phase 11).

11. The configuration file generator component extracts the configuration parameters contained in the user preferences tree and it uses them for creating a configuration file based on the previously retrieved configuration file template. The configuration file generator component sends an HTTP request to the back-end scripts component for writing the corresponding file. The back-end scripts component returns a value indicating a successful or failed operation. If the value returned by the back-end scripts component indicates a successful execution of the low-level operation, then the source code generator component is invoked.

12. Starting from the application template initially retrieved, the interaction design patterns to be implemented and the required cloud services APIs, the corresponding MXML/ActionScript-based components or HTML/JavaScript-based components are linked to the application templates. Finally, this component sends a series of HTTP requests to the back-end scripts component in order to: 1) write the corresponding client-side source code files using the applications templates, 2) copy the required MXML/ActionScript-based components or HTML/JavaScript-based components and 3) copy the libraries required for the linked components. In addition, the PHP-based or JSP-based Web page replicating client-side business logic operations according to the preferences related to distribution of business logic operations is generated, if necessary. All files generated and copied are located according to its kind within the appropriate folders of the folder structure previously created; e.g., the libraries are located into the libs folder whereas the server-side Web page is located within the root folder. If the operation performed by the back-end scripts component is successful, then the control is returned to the code generation orchestrator component.

13. Once the source code files are generated, if a Web browser-based RIA, a desktop RIA or a native RIA for Android®, Apple® iOS and BlackBerry® Tablet OS-based mobile devices is required, the code generation orchestrator component invokes the source code compiler component in order to validate the generated source code files. Besides, if a mobile RIA for Windows® Phone-based devices is required, then the application packager component is directly called (phase 15).

14. The source code compiler component sends an HTTP request to the back-end scripts component for requesting the execution of the appropriate SDK command-line tool that allows obtaining the executable code. In the case of Adobe® Flex-based applications, the mxmlc tool for compiling Web browser-based applications or the amxmlc tool for compiling Adobe® AIR-based applications are used. The amxmlc tool invokes the standard mxmlc compiler with an additional parameter. As outcome, the back-end script component generates the SWF file which is located within the bin-debug folder of the application folder structure. If the back-end scripts component indicates that the executable code was successfully generated, then the source code compiler component calls the application packager component.
15. The application packager component sends an HTTP request to the back-end scripts component for requesting the execution of the appropriate framework SDK command-line tool that allows generating the corresponding installation files. The necessary command-line tool is chosen according to both the required type of multi-device RIA and the target platform. If a desktop RIA or a native RIA for Android® or Apple® iOS-based mobile devices is required, then the Adobe® Flex ADT command-line tool is invoked. If a RIA for BlackBerry® Tablet OS-based mobile devices is required, then the BlackBerry® SDK blackberry-air-packager command-line tool is invoked. In the case of Web browser-based RIAs, this component generates an application wrapper for the previously generated SWF file. In the case of RIAs for Windows® Phone-based mobile devices, this component sends an HTTP request to the PhoneGap® Build cloud service. As outcome, an apk, ipa, bar, xap or html file is generated by the back-end scripts component and it is located within the root folder of the application folder structure. The back-end scripts component returns a value indicating a successful or failed operation. If the installation file or the application wrapper was successfully generated, then the control is returned to the code generation orchestrator component.

16. Once the installation file is generated, if the user required the generation of an Adobe® Flash Builder 4.5 project, the code generation orchestrator component invokes the project files generator component.

17. The project files generator component sends a series of HTTP requests to the back-end scripts component for requesting the generation of the .project, .actionScriptProperties and .flexProperties files. These files are generated in a sequential way and are located within the root folder of the application folder structure. The back-end scripts component returns a value indicating a successful or failed operation. If the project files were successfully generated, then the response builder component is invoked.

18. The response builder component sends an HTTP request to the back-end scripts component in order to package the source code folder structure and the installation file/wrapper into a single ZIP file which is downloaded from the Apache HTTP server at the last phase of the AlexandRIA’s wizard. The back-end scripts component returns a value indicating a successful or failed operation. If the project files were successfully generated, then the tool wizard component is invoked.

19. The Tool wizard component displays an option which allows developers to download the previously generated ZIP file once the code generation workflow is completed.

20. The user receives a reply to the request initially made.

In order to explain the AlexandRIA’s functionality, a case study for generating code of two cloud services APIs-based multi-device RIAs is presented below.

5 Case Study: Generating cloud services APIs-based multi-device RIAs

AlexandRIA is a code generator that allows developers to generate both source and native code of cloud services APIs-based multi-device RIAs following a GUI pattern-based approach in a step-by-step way using a wizard. AlexandRIA is based on principles of RAD tools; in this sense, it uses a set of
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reusable software components and templates [30] as high level constructs. These components implement functionalities provided by popular cloud services APIs such as Twitter® REST, Flickr® and Google Custom Search™ APIs, to mention but a few (see section 4 of this paper). For generating a multi-device RIA following the AlexandRIA’s wizard is necessary that the user selects at least the type of multi-device RIA to be generated and the cloud services APIs to be consumed; finally, the application configuration must be specified. To explain the AlexandRIA’s functionality, a case study for generating both a mobile Web browser-based RIA distributing business logic operations between client and server and a standalone RIA for multiple mobile devices using the Flickr®, Last.fm® as well as YouTube™ Data and YouTube™ Player cloud services APIs is presented below.

Let us suppose that a non-experienced developer needs to develop the same RIA for both mobile Web browsers (cross-browser) and different Android® and Apple® iOS-based devices (multi-device) using cloud services APIs provided by diverse Web 2.0 websites such as Flickr®, Last.fm® and YouTube™. In this context, there is a main constraint: the developer has no experience in the development of cloud services APIs-based applications; moreover, the developer does not have enough time for analyzing the required APIs and determining the methods that must be implemented. As a solution to this issue, AlexandRIA provides: 1) a set of reusable cloud services APIs-based GUI/business logic components, 2) a set of Adobe® Flex-based applications templates and PhoneGap®-based applications templates and 3) a code generation engine which allows generating source and native code of cloud services APIs-based RIAs for different mobile Web browsers, platforms and devices following the steps described below:

1. The user accesses AlexandRIA via a Web browser by using a URL.
2. Once AlexandRIA is completely rendered, the user can select both the type of multi-device RIA to be generated and one or more target platforms. Here, only one of the following kinds of RIA can be selected: Web browser-based RIA, mobile Web browser-based RIA, desktop RIA or native (standalone) mobile RIA. In addition, possible target platforms for native mobile RIAs are Android®, Apple® iOS, BlackBerry® Tablet OS and Windows® Phone whereas desktop RIAs are multi-platform and Web browser-based RIAs are cross-browser, so that there are no options related to target platforms for these two kinds of multi-device RIA.
3. The next phase is the selection of both the cloud services APIs to be used and the interaction design patterns to be implemented by means of an abstract GUI design. As is explained in section 4 of this work, we have developed both a MXML/ActionScript-based GUI/business logic component and a HTML/JavaScript-based GUI/business logic component for each cloud services API and interaction design pattern initially considered by AlexandRIA. These components are reused irrespective of the types of multi-device RIA offered by AlexandRIA; i.e., they are multi-device themselves. Figure 3 depicts both the set of cloud services APIs supported by AlexandRIA and the cloud services APIs selected in this case study. Moreover, these components were designed using the ADV design model as is proposed in ([1],[5],[14]). In fact, when the user selects a cloud services API, a pre-built ADV model is displayed representing the application’s view to be implemented. This ADV model is composed of the ADV models representing the interaction design patterns to be implemented by default as is depicted in Figure 4.
Optionally, the user can customize the application’s view by selecting other interaction design patterns from a palette including pre-built ADV models. In addition, the user can configure the distribution of the business logic operations behind the GUI components composing the interaction design pattern ADV models by labeling them either as “server-side” or “client-side” operations. It is important to notice that, only the operations at AlexandRIA-level, namely input data validation, cloud services data retrieving and cloud services data filtering, can be configured. Otherwise, these operations are implemented as client-side operations by default. As an example, the Last.fm® API selected in this case study provides two different methods that allow developers to search for an artist by name and get the top albums for an artist on Last.fm®, respectively. The pre-built AlexandRIA’s “Lfm” component implements these functionalities by using the *inline paging* and *brighten and dim* interaction design patterns as is depicted in Figure 4. In this case, the notation used by the ADV is inspired by the names of the Adobe® Flex controls that are being represented by the ADV’s elements. In detail, this component provides pagination of artist results; at the same time, it allows
navigating the top albums of the artist selected from the current page of artist results as well as displaying a modal pop-up dialog box including a full-size image of the selected thumbnail album. This functionality proves that applications generated by AlexandRIA conform not only to RIA’s capabilities related to rich presentation but also to capabilities related to sophisticated client-server communication, especially the feature of retrieving data from different two or more simultaneous sources as is outlined in [22]. It is important to notice that, this feature is not set against the visual continuity of the GUI as is required by RIAs; in this case study, artist results and album results are refreshed independently of one another. Furthermore, this pre-built component can be customized by replacing the inline paging interaction design pattern by the scrolled paging pattern, for example, in order to navigate the top albums of the selected artist.

4. Once the required cloud services APIs and interaction design patterns are selected, the application configuration is settled according to the RIA type. In the case of code generation of native mobile RIAs, the parameters to be configured in this phase are: 1) parameters applicable to all offered mobile platforms, i.e., multi-platform parameters such as the “launching in a full-screen mode” and the “screen auto-orienting” features and 2) properties only applicable to the required target platforms such as the iPhone®/iPad® support in the case of applications for Apple® iOS-based devices, or the application install location in the case of applications for Android®-based devices. There are also parameters applicable to both kinds of standalone RIA, i.e., parameters applicable to native mobile RIAs and desktop RIAs, such as the application version number. Furthermore, there are parameters applicable to all RIA types, i.e., multi-device parameters such as 1) the application name, 2) the application title, 3) the DPI measure which allows automatically scaling the application for different screen densities, where density is the number of dots or pixels per square inch; this feature is a decisive factor in the development of density-independent applications for mobile devices, 4) the application template which can be a view-based template or a tabbed template; as can be inferred, the GUI design follows a bottom-up approach, 5) the application style which involves concrete details of the application’s look and feel such as the background and fonts colors for the template. It is important to notice that, concrete GUI design at application’s view level is not currently addressed by AlexandRIA. Finally, there is a parameter only applicable to Web browser-based RIAs either mobile or desktop versions, the programming language to be used for generating the server-side Web page comprising the server-side business logic; AlexandRIA currently supports PHP and JSP server-side technologies. In short, the user must indicate at least the application name and title; the other parameters are optional and can take default values. The settings defined in this case study for the multi-device parameters as well as for the parameters only applicable to each kind of RIA are depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively.

It is worth mentioning that, the look and feel of the Adobe® Flex-based applications generated by AlexandRIA is defined by means of Spark skins. A Spark skin is a MXML class controlling all visual elements of a component of the Adobe® Flex Spark architecture including layout.

5. Once the application configuration is finished, AlexandRIA displays a summary of the requirements specified by the user throughout the AlexandRIA’s wizard phases, and it allows generating the application source code either as simple source code files or as an Adobe®
Flash Builder 4.5 project in the case of Adobe® Flex-based applications code generation. Here the application folder structure is generated and the source code generation process is immediately triggered.

The next phase is the generation of the corresponding native code. In the case of code generation of native mobile RIAs, AlexandRIA asks for the digital certificate files and
corresponding passwords needed to sign an installation file for each required target platform. In the specific case of code generation of applications for Apple® iOS-based devices also a provisioning profile must be provided. A provisioning profile is a file which associates an Apple® iOS-based device with a digital certificate and with a previously registered Apple® iOS application. This file can be created in the Apple® iOS provisioning portal. In order to ensure the success of the native code generation process, AlexandRIA performs real-time validations of digital certificates such as password validations and expiration date validations. Furthermore, AlexandRIA performs certification authority identity validations in the specific case of code generation of native mobile applications for Apple® iOS-based devices. In any case, once all required resources are provided and validated, AlexandRIA displays the “generate native code” option. Once the “generate” option is selected by the user, the native code generation process is triggered. A series of information messages is displayed while the native code is being generated. In the case of Web browser-based RIAs code generation, the application wrapper is generated in this wizard phase.

7. The last wizard phase is the automatic generation of the ZIP file that packages the previously generated source and native code. Once the ZIP file is generated, a “download ZIP file” option is displayed. The user downloads the ZIP file by clicking the “download ZIP file” option. Here, the AlexandRIA’s wizard is finished. The user must unpack the ZIP file in order to obtain the application folder structure. The folder structure of native mobile RIAs contains multi-device source code files as well as the required installation file which are located in the root folder. In this case study, an ipa file and an apk file are provided because both Apple® iOS and Android® were selected as target platforms. On the other hand, besides source code files, the folder structure of mobile Web browser-based RIAs contains both an HTML-based Web page (wrapper) and a server-side Web page (back-end). In this case study, a PHP-based Web page is provided in order to implement server-side business logic. As can be inferred, Web-based RIAs generated by AlexandRIA must be executed by using an HTTP server like Apache HTTP Server or a servlet container like Apache Tomcat. Figure 7 depicts the native mobile RIA running on a Motorola XOOM™ tablet computer. Figure 8 depicts the execution of the previously generated mobile Web browser-based RIA using the Firefox Web browser on the same tablet computer.

The folder structures generated by AlexandRIA are compatible with the default folder structure of the Adobe Flash® Builder® 4.5 projects, they also contain the .actionScriptProperties, .flexProperties and .project files, which are used for these projects; therefore, they can be recognized as Adobe Flash® Builder® 4.5 projects. In this sense, to import a folder structure generated by AlexandRIA into Adobe Flash® Builder® 4.5, the “Import” option in the “File” menu must be used; as result, the folder structure is located in the projects explorer. Once the project has been imported, the source code can be edited and recompiled; the resultant application can be finally executed either on a device emulator, if applicable, or on the target device.

For example, if the developer needs to customize the look and feel of the native RIA generated in this case study, namely, the color of the selected row of the DataGrid controls, then the appropriate skin file must be edited. For this purpose, the developer must locate and open the “DataGridSkin.mxml” file, which is located within the “skins” folder of the project folder structure.
Once the application look and feel has been customized, the user can recompile the source code. The resultant application can be executed on a device emulator such as a Motorola XOOM™ emulator for immediately viewing the changes applied; additionally, installation files for other target platforms can be generated using the “Export release build” wizard of Adobe Flash® Builder® 4.5.

Figure 7. Screenshot of the native mobile RIA running on a Motorola XOOM™ tablet computer

Figure 8. Screenshot of the previously generated mobile Web browser-based RIA running on the Firefox Web browser on a Motorola XOOM® tablet computer
In order to validate the correct functioning of AlexandRIA, a set of complementary case studies for generating desktop RIAs with the same functionality of the RIAs generated can be easily implemented. Additionally, we have implemented multi-device RIAs based on cloud services APIs different to the cloud services APIs used in this case study, e.g., Yahoo!® Weather and Google Maps™ APIs. These multi-device RIAs are being tested also on a BlackBerry® PlayBook™ tablet computer.

6 Evaluation and Results

Software Engineering literature has proposed several works related to software development methods and tools. Although the absence of a standardized way to validate these proposals is still an issue, there are two main approaches: quantitative (objective) evaluations and qualitative (subjective) evaluations. One approach applicable to the assessment of both software engineering methods and tools is described in [31]. This work presented a method called DESMET which distinguishes between quantitative, qualitative and hybrid evaluations. It is aimed at performing comparative assessments of specific methods/tools in specific circumstances. According to DESMET, quantitative evaluations are based on identifying in measurable terms the effects of using a method/tool; in contrast, qualitative evaluations, also known as feature analysis, are aimed at establishing method/tool appropriateness in terms of the features provided by the method/tool. In the specific case of software development tools, the above mentioned proposal goes beyond the assessment of quality or usability. In fact, it is a framework for identifying the best way of performing an engineering task in specific circumstances among several alternatives. In this sense, we have proposed a new comparative evaluation method based on DESMET and focused not only on the assessment of AlexandRIA but also on the assessment of the code generated by using it.

In order to evaluate the suitability of AlexandRIA for generating source and native code of RIAs, it is necessary to consider the coverage of the features typically required by RIAs. In this sense, the suitability of some existing Web, Hypermedia and Multimedia methodologies to develop RIAs was surveyed by Preciado, Linaje, Sanchez, & Comai [22] nearly a decade ago. In this work, the suitability degree was established starting from the definition of the standard features of RIAs. In detail, the suitability of each methodology to support each RIA feature was determined in terms of a coverage degree, i.e., a qualitative score indicating how wide is the support provided. At the present time, the RIA features outlined in [22] are widely accepted. Furthermore, they are typically clustered into four categories related to the four main issues of RIAs development, namely, 1) rich GUI, 2) client-side and server-side data storage, 3) client-side and server-side business logic and 4) client-server communication.

The above analyzed evaluation method starts from a series of features typically required by RIAs and not from the features of the software methodologies evaluated. Thus, it can be also applied to the measurement of the suitability of software tools for RIAs development because they must support the implementation of the same features. Moreover, with the aim of evaluating the compliance with general principles of code generation, we have analyzed the code generation literature ([32];[33];[34]). Herrington [32] proposed a set of rules for designing, developing, deploying and maintaining code generators. This work is focused on the framework-based development approach, and it presents the common code generation solutions under this approach, namely, GUI generators, business logic
generators, database generators, Web services generators, documentation generators and unit tests generators. Furthermore, it outlines the workflows of different code generation techniques, covering their implementation in different programming languages. Vogel [33] presented a set of best practices in code generation. Starting from a generic code generation workflow, this work describes the variety of tools needed to implement code generation solutions in Microsoft® .NET by integrating with the Microsoft® Visual Studio IDE. In fact, this work is also focused on the framework-based development approach. Finally, Gunderloy [34] presented a set of essential skills for software developers working alone or in small projects. In this sense, this work treats source code generation as an essential skill for the framework-based development approach, and it outlines guidelines for deciding when and why to use commercial code generation tools for small software projects.

The above discussed works are related to the framework-based development approach and not to the systematic development approach. However, they outline general guidelines which are also applicable to the design, development and evaluation of code generation tools for the systematic development approach, especially for the systematic development of RIAs.

In order to evaluate the source and native code generated by AlexandRIA, we have analyzed some well-known models for software product quality such as McCall, ISO/IEC 9126 and Domey’s quality models [35]. In general, these models identify a set of characteristics of software quality, and for each feature they define one or more software metrics. However, unlike the other proposals, the ISO/IEC 9126 is a widely recognized international standard providing a common language related to software product quality. In detail, the ISO/IEC 9126 is composed of four sections. The ISO/IEC 9126-1 section describes a two-part model for software product quality: 1) internal and external quality and 2) quality in use. This quality model is defined by means of general characteristics of software, which are further decomposed into general sub-characteristics, which in turn are derived into specific attributes. The internal quality is the totality of software attributes that can be measured during the development process whereas the external quality is the totality of software attributes that can be measured when the software is executed in a testing environment. The quality in use, on the other hand, reflects the user’s view of the quality. The ISO/IEC 9126-2, ISO/IEC 9126-3 and ISO/IEC 9126-4 sections describes the software metrics for external, internal and quality in use attributes, respectively. Due to the generic nature of the ISO/IEC 9126 quality model, it needs to be refined according to the kind of software to be developed. In fact, because the attributes are the lower-level quality factors, they are not defined by the standard. These software quality models could be adapted and used to validate the applications generated by AlexandRIA, which could cause incorporating quantitative measures into the evaluation method because the software quality models are focused on this kind of measurement.

Finally, with the aim of evaluating the AlexandRIA’s usability, we have analyzed several proposals aimed at assessing the usability of software products ([36];[37];[38];[39]). The ISO 9241-11 section [36] of the ISO 9241 standard, for instance, defines usability as the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use. It also explains how to identify the information related to the context of use of a product which is necessary to take into account when specifying, designing or evaluating its usability in terms of measures of user performance (effectiveness and efficiency) and satisfaction. The guidance is given in the form of general principles and techniques, rather than in the form of specific methods. Under this approach, user performance is typically derived from objective measures, whereas
user satisfaction is derived from subjective measures. Because almost all the factors integrating the ISO’s definition of usability, namely, effectiveness and satisfaction, corresponds to the software characteristics integrating the quality in use model defined by the ISO/IEC 9126-4 standard, the usability of a software product can also be measured as its quality in use. Aquino, Vanderdonckt, Condori-Fernández, Dieste, & Pastor [37] proposed a method for performing exploratory usability evaluations of multi-device and multi-platform GUIs generated using MDE approaches. This method is based on the ISO’s definition of usability; and it is structured according to the template provided by the Goal Question Metric method. Lewis [38] proposed four psychometric characteristics-based questionnaires for measuring user satisfaction with system usability. Galitz [39] defined a set of general principles for designing and implementing GUIs, this compendium includes guidelines derived from various existing proposals including the W3C’s design principles [40].

Although the first one proposal applies to the usability evaluation of products (hardware, software and services) related to office work with visual display terminals, it can also apply in other situations where a user is interacting with a product to achieve goals. In fact, the ISO 9241-11 definition of usability is generic; therefore, it can be adapted to the context of software development tools. As can be inferred from the above analyzed proposals, due to its hybrid nature, usability can be assessed using diverse techniques: 1) design principles and guidelines, 2) software metrics and 3) questionnaires capturing the user’s perception for the usability aspects. Thus, both objective measures and subjective measures are used to this aim.

Because it is quite difficult to evaluate in a fully-quantitative way how legitimate is the solution provided respect to the aspects previously discussed, we have decided to use a two-part evaluation: 1) a qualitative method to measure diverse aspects of AlexandRIA, not only focusing on its usability but also on the support for the standard features of RIAs as well as on the compliance with the principles of code generation tools and 2) a quantitative method to measure the quality of the generated source and native code. Furthermore, in order to provide a comparative evaluation among a given set of tools for RIAs development, we have selected the RUX-Tool and AIR® Launchpad tools which were analyzed in section 2 of this paper. It is important to notice that, although Launchpad and AlexandRIA can be categorized as RAD code generators whereas RUX-Tool is an MDD tool, both are model-driven code generators in the sense that the code generation process starts from an abstract definition derived either from a software model or a user preferences tree.

For the qualitative evaluation method, on the one hand, a set of twelve desired tool features were identified. The presence of them in all the selected tools was assessed in order to determine the legitimacy of AlexandRIA and, at the same time, identify which of the alternatives is best in specific circumstances. Because this analysis requires subjective measures, a discussion is presented with the aim of justifying the results. It is important to notice that the tool features to be evaluated have been selected by this research group whereas the evaluation has been conducted by an external team composed of a software engineer, a software developer and a graphic designer. For the quantitative evaluation method, on the other hand, a set of six software metrics based on the internal metrics defined by the ISO/IEC 9126 standard were proposed. In addition, a basic code generation scenario was implemented using each of the selected code generation tools for RIAs development, so that the proposed metrics were employed under the same specific circumstances. In this case, the evaluation
was conducted by this research group because the code generation scenario does not contemplate the execution of the generated applications neither on a development environment nor a user environment.

6.1 Code Generation Tool Evaluation

6.1.1 Evaluation Design

This assessment method describes each of the three aspects that constitute the needs of a RIA developer; it also describes the features that a tool for RIAs development, in particular for RIAs code generation, must possess for satisfying each of the identified needs.

The scale used for the measurement of the identified aspects is a 3-point Likert scale \cite{41} in which “1” represents the best score and “3” represents the worst score as follows:

- 3 points: strongly addressed (S.A.)
- 2 points: partially addressed (P.A.)
- 1 point: not addressed (N.A.)

For each of the three aspects, the final score will be the highest score assigned by a member of the evaluation team. Finally, the overall evaluation for each software tool will be the sum of the final scores in the three aspects.

**Need (N) 1: Support for the standard features of RIAs**

The abstraction for the features distinguishing RIAs from traditional Web applications is the primary requirement of RIAs development tools. In this sense, we have considered the minimum necessary features proposed by Preciado, Linaje, Sanchez, & Comai \cite{22} as follows: interaction design patterns (GUI transformations), visual continuity, temporal behavior, multimedia support, client-side and server-side business logic, client-side and server-side data storage, synchronous and asynchronous parallel requests to different sources and server-push. Moreover, the tool features ideally satisfying this aspect fits the “Language(s)/ Development environment” criteria of the evaluation proposed in \cite{24}, in the sense that they are abstract primitives supporting high-level specifications of RIAs.

**Tool Feature (T.F.) 1. Support for rich GUIs: interaction design patterns, visual continuity, temporal behaviour and multimedia support**

**Tool Feature (T.F.) 2. Support for both client-side and server-side business logic**

**Tool Feature (T.F.) 3. Support for both client-side and server-side data storage**

**Tool Feature (T.F.) 4. Support for sophisticated client-server communication mechanisms: synchronous and asynchronous parallel requests to different sources, server-push**

**Need (N) 2: Compliance with the principles of code generation tools**

The compliance with the principles of code generation tools, either RAD tools or MDD tools, is a major issue in this evaluation method. In this sense, we have considered the principles common among the code generation literature. Moreover, three of the five tool features ideally satisfying this aspect fit the other two criteria of the evaluation proposed by Toffetti et al. \cite{24}. In detail, T.F. 1 and T.F. 2 fit
the “development process” criteria whereas T.F. 3 fits the “technology” criteria. In fact, T.F. 1 and T.F. 2 are indicators of how the resources involved in a RIA development project are covered, i.e., if the people responsible for carrying out the development activities are sufficiently engaged and whether other software tools are sufficiently involved.

Tool Feature (T.F.) 1. Integration within a RIAs development process

Tool Feature (T.F.) 2. Compatibility with external software tools such as IDEs and SDK tools

Tool Feature (T.F.) 3. Support for diverse frameworks and programming languages (Server-side and client-side)

Tool Feature (T.F.) 4. Version controlling

Tool Feature (T.F.) 5. Code generation engine extensibility

Need (N) 3: Usability

In order to evaluate the usability of AlexandRIA as is defined by the ISO 9241-11 standard [36], i.e. as the extent of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which a specified user can use it in an specified context to achieve specified goals, we have only considered the “satisfaction” factor because the evaluation of the user performance is not completely accurate for the purposes of this evaluation. In detail, the “satisfaction” factor has been assessed respect to the user’s perception of usefulness as is proposed by Aquino et al. [37]. In particular, we have evaluated this aspect based on a set of tool facilities that can be used as indicators of the degree to which RIAs development projects can be improved in terms of time-saving and effort-saving which directly affects the developer productivity and indirectly affects the development team productivity [29].

Tool Feature (T.F.) 1. Generation of source code without depending on Web1.0 models from analysis and design activities

Tool Feature (T.F.) 2. Fully-automatic source code generation

Tool Feature (T.F.) 3. Fully-automatic executable code generation

6.1.2 Results

Table 2 and Figure 9 show to each aspect the final score obtained from the evaluation. Finally, the argumentation of the results for each aspect is discussed.
Regarding to the compliance with code generation principles, the evaluation team has concluded that unlike AIR® Launchpad, RUX-Tool and AlexandRIA automate a RIAs systematic development approach; in detail, RUX-Tool implements a MDD design method defining three GUI specification levels: 1) abstract GUI design, 2) concrete GUI design and 3) final GUI design, where GUI is made up of GUI components at different levels of abstraction. In addition, it covers other aspects of RIAs development because it can be conceptually used with any Web methodology to obtain the data and business logic from the underlying Web 1.0 models. In this sense, each connection between RUX-Tool and a Web methodology requires the definition of a specific set of Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) transformations. On the other hand, AlexandRIA implements a code generation approach for rapid development of RIAs, which has 7 stages covering from the
identification of the required type of multi-device RIA to the generation of the native code, if applicable. In both cases, only the design and implementation phases of RIAs development lifecycle are covered. Regarding to usefulness, the evaluation team has concluded that RUX-Tool and AlexandRIA are more useful than AIR® Launchpad because they conceptually cover multiple cross-platform RIAs frameworks. Currently, RUX-Tool and AlexandRIA have JavaScript (jQuery framework) as a common target RIA technology; furthermore, they have JSP as a common server-side technology. It is important to emphasize that RUX-Tool only covers Web browser-based RIAs code generation; in contrast, AlexandRIA automatically generates desktop RIAs and native mobile RIAs covering diverse desktop operating systems as well as a wide range of mobile operating systems and devices such as Windows® Phone-based and Apple® iOS-based mobile devices. Regarding to compatibility with external software tools, RUX-Tool ensures that the generated Web browser-based RIAs can be deployed on any application server compatible with the Java/JSP 2.0 standard. Moreover, both AIR® Launchpad and AlexandRIA ensure that the generated source code files can be imported into the Adobe® Flash Builder 4.5 IDE as projects. AlexandRIA also ensures that the generated server-side Web pages can be deployed either on any HTTP server interpreting PHP 5 scripts or on any application server compatible with the Java/JSP 2.0 standard, as appropriate; in addition, it ensures that generated installation files can be deployed on target operating systems using the appropriate runtime environment (Adobe® AIR). Regarding to the ability of the code generation engine to be extended, both RUX-Tool and AlexandRIA provide a means to extend the code generation engine; on the one hand, RUX-Tool defines two kinds of adaptation layers: 1) one called connection rules, which is aimed at catching the data and business logic operations from Web 1.0 models and adapting they to the RUX-Tool abstract GUI and 2) one called transformation rules, which is aimed at refining the abstract GUI to the other two abstraction levels. In this sense, the definition of a particular set of connection rules based on XSLT transformations is required in order to extend the code generation engine to a particular underlying Web methodology whereas the definition of a particular set of both abstract-to-concrete and concrete-to-final GUI transformation rules based on the eXtensible user Interface Components Language (XICL) is required in order to extend the code generation engine to a particular deployment platform, and consequently to a particular set of devices. On the other hand, AlexandRIA defines a mechanism to extend the code generation engine to other predefined sets of data and business logic operations by providing reusable GUI/business logic components encapsulating cloud services APIs. However, it also requires the definition of a particular kind of application templates and configuration file templates as well as the definition of the corresponding source code generation library in order to extend the code generation engine to other cross-platform RIA development frameworks, and consequently to other target devices. Finally, regarding to version control, the evaluation team has concluded that it may be useful for the purposes of maintaining multiple versions of a generated application; nevertheless, this principle is only addressed by RUX-Tool in the sense that the GUI code is generated within the folder structure of the corresponding backend (WebRatio) project, so that the RUX-Tool-generated code can be controlled by means of standard version control systems integrated into WebRatio as plugins.

Regarding to N. 3, the evaluation team has determined that only RUX-Tool requires analysis and design activities in order to obtain structural and hypertext WebML models by using WebRatio because these Web 1.0 models are a prerequisite for automatically obtaining the corresponding rich GUI model using RUX-Tool. Moreover, the tree evaluated tools allow obtaining source code without
requiring developers to write almost any code by hand. In fact, in the case of AIR® Launchpad, generated source code files are templates which can be used as a starting point for developing fully-functional applications; similarly, in the case of RUX-Tool, the modeling of specific or arbitrary business logic operations may require the definition of hand-written scripts. Finally, unlike AIR® Launchpad, both RUX-Tool and AlexandRIA allow automatically generating executable code without requiring developers to manually perform building, packaging or signing activities. The evaluation team has concluded that both AIR® Launchpad and AlexandRIA can save developer time and effort on developing RIAs, because these tools allow automatically generating RIAs source code based on a set of preferences selected through a wizard instead of from software models. Thus, only AlexandRIA allows developers generating source and native code of RIAs without requiring developers to carry out analysis, design, hand coding, building, packaging and signing activities. It is important to emphasize that, in the case of mobile RIAs code generation, most mobile operating systems requires that installation files be signed before deployment; in this sense, the executable code generated by AlexandRIA is signed during native code generation using digital certificates provided by developers. Additionally, AlexandRIA may save the time and effort required for analyzing cloud services APIs on developing cloud services APIs-based RIAs.

As can be inferred from the qualitative evaluation results, AlexandRIA completely addresses almost 70 percent of features that a tool for RIAs development must possess in order to satisfy the developer needs related to the support for the standard features of RIAs, the compliance with the principles of code generation tools and usability aspects. It rated 29 out of 36 in the qualitative part of the evaluation method we have proposed. According to the results, unlike RUX-Tool and AIR® Launchpad, AlexandRIA integrates high level primitives related to the definition of client-side business logic. In addition, AlexandRIA is the only RIAs code generation tool supporting native code generation of desktop and mobile RIAs (standalone) in a fully-automatic way, i.e. it covers digital signing activities.

6.2 Code Generated Evaluation

6.2.1 Evaluation Design

This assessment method is intended to measure the quality of the source and native code generated by the selected code generation tools, namely, RUX-Tool, AIR® Launchpad and AlexandRIA. For this purpose, we have selected the efficiency, maintainability and portability characteristics as well as the resource utilisation, changeability, analysability and adaptability sub-characteristics from the ISO/IEC 9126 standard. These sub-characteristics are related not only to software attributes relevant to multi-device RIAs but also to software attributes relevant to applications generated by using template-based code generation tools, which are ideally intended to be customized and extended. The quality factors to be assessed and the corresponding software metrics are described below.

Resource utilization: According to the quality model outlined by the ISO/IEC 9126 standard, the “resources utilisation” is a software quality factor. Formally, it is a component of the “efficiency” quality characteristic which can be interpreted as the ability of the software to execute the required tasks with the least amount of resources. In this sense, the quality of the data-intensive RIAs executing most of their business logic operations on the client-side can be adversely affected by the capacity of
the client-side resources, especially RAM. In addition, because mobile RIAs are aimed to be installed on mobile devices which typically have limited resources, the efficient usage of the available resources is a determining factor of their quality.

Changeability: The ISO/IEC 9126 standard defines the “changeability” as a factor affecting the software quality. In detail, it is a component of the “maintainability” quality characteristic which is defined as the ease with which a modification can be performed to the software. This is a determining factor on measuring the quality of the source code generated in a fully-automatic way, especially the source code generated by using template-based tools, which commonly do not generate fully-customized code but code based on predefined building blocks. As can be inferred, in this evaluation method the “changeability” is focused on the kind of maintenance related to both the implementation of new features and functionalities and the customization of the already implemented ones, i.e., the perfective maintenance. In this sense, the ease with which the GUI of an automatically generated multi-device RIA can be customized seems to be the most important scenario. It is important to notice that, according to [34], the possibility to extend the code generation engine (see N. 2 T.F. 5) rather than the generated code may be a deciding factor in the selection of a code generator.

Analysability: According to the quality model outlined by the ISO/IEC 9126 standard, the “analysability” is a factor affecting the software quality. In detail, as the “changeability”, the “analysability” affects the “maintainability” quality characteristic. This factor reflects not only the maintainer’s spent effort on trying to diagnose for deficiencies or causes of failure but also the maintainer’s spent effort for identification of parts to be modified in the software [34]. In the context of perfective maintenance stated in the above paragraph, the “analysability” can be considered a prerequisite of the “changeability” where the technical documentation plays a decisive role. In this sense, due to the nature of the software to be evaluated by means of this assessment method, only documentation related to the implementation phase of the software lifecycle is considered.

Adaptability: The ISO/IEC 9126 standard defines the “adaptability” as a factor affecting the software quality. In detail, it is a component of the “portability” quality characteristic. This factor reflects the impact the software may have on the effort of the user to adapt the software to different environments. In this sense, although portability must be an inherent ability of multi-device RIAs, especially desktop RIAs and native mobile RIAs, the access to platform-specific APIs is commonly necessary in order to bring native experiences to users. In fact, some cross-platform development frameworks provide mechanisms to access native features. Furthermore, mobile devices typically have different hardware capabilities among brands; even each brand commonly provides different hardware capabilities among models. Hence, the portability of mobile RIAs can be also adversely affected by the necessity of applications exploiting the hardware capabilities of mobile devices. Moreover, the portability of the source code generated is closely related to the ability of the code generator to support diverse frameworks and programming languages (see N. 2 T.F. 3).

Due to the quantitative nature of this evaluation method, a set of software metrics to measure the underlying software attributes need to be used. The metrics we have proposed to this aim are described in Table 3. They are focused on the measurement of source code attributes of multi-device RIAs, i.e. on the assessment of internal quality of multi-device RIAs; therefore, they are based on internal metrics defined in the ISO/IEC 9126 standard.
Due to the specific capabilities of AlexandRIA such as the capability to generate source code of RIAs based on more than one cloud services API at the same time and the capability to generate installation files of multi-device RIAs in a fully-automatic way, the case study presented in the previous section of this paper is not adequate to be used as a code generation scenario using RUX-Tool and AIR® Launchpad. Thus, in order to measure the quality of the code generated by each of the evaluated tools under the same circumstances, we have proposed a basic code generation scenario comprising a Web application that covers different standard features of RIAs, namely, the interaction design patterns support, the multimedia support and the support for retrieving data from one or more simultaneous sources, both in synchronous and asynchronous way (see N.1. T.F.1 and N.1 T.F.4). In this sense, we have outlined this code generation scenario as the “hello world” program of RIAs. It is also a means for justifying the results obtained from the qualitative analysis, at least the results corresponding to the aspects covered in this code generation scenario. It is worth mentioning that, this scenario does not involve the measurement of neither the software environmental adaptability nor the hardware environmental adaptability because these metrics are focused on evaluating standalone RIAs. Notwithstanding its simplicity, this code generation scenario still involves hand coding functionality; in fact, in the case of code generation using AIR® Launchpad, the scenario has to be almost entirely implemented by hand due to the absence of a sample application conforming to most of the requirements of the application to be generated. Going beyond this issue, AIR® Launchpad is able to generate desktop and native mobile applications only. Taking this into account, we have decided to exclude AIR® Launchpad from this evaluation with the aim of preserve the accurateness of the results.

In detail, the application to be generated must: 1) allow users to search for videos on YouTube™, 2) retrieve the corresponding video feeds from YouTube™ (YouTube™ Data API), 2) display the search results by view count using a list, 3) implement the drag and drop interaction design pattern to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Sub-characteristic</th>
<th>Source Code Attribute</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resources Utilization</td>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Memory usage</td>
<td>The estimated memory size that the product will occupy to complete a particular task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changeability</td>
<td>Cohesion, Coupling</td>
<td>Modification complexity</td>
<td>The estimated work time spent to change the software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzability</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Inline documentation completeness</td>
<td>Ratio of the number of scripts, functions or variables having documentation to the number of implemented scripts, functions or variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Compliance with coding standards</td>
<td>Ratio of the number of scripts, functions or variables that conform the suggested coding standards to the number of implemented scripts, functions or variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>Software environmental adaptability</td>
<td>The number of implemented functions using platform-specific APIs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>Hardware environmental adaptability</td>
<td>The number of implemented functions using device-specific APIs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
allow users to drag videos from the search results list and drop them into a video playlist and 4) play the video playlist. In addition, the video results must be displayed by pages of ten results at a time (inline paging interaction design pattern).

6.2.2 Results

In the context of implementing the code generation scenario using RUX-Tool, the client for the YouTube™ Data API was implemented by using a WebRatio script unit, i.e., a piece of source code hand-written with the Groovy programming language, because of the specificity of this functionality; additionally, a WebRatio adapter unit was required in order to convert the XML-based document retrieved by the cloud services API in a new one that can be used to properly display the search results. Moreover, the drag and drop interaction design pattern was achieved by means of the Vertical Draggable Box and Collapsible Droppable Tree components, which together provide support for the drag and drop operation. These components are based on the jQuery UI Draggable and Droppable widgets, respectively, which require the explicit definition of JavaScript listeners for the events typically involved on a drag and drop operation. On the other hand, by using AlexandRIA, the required YouTube™ Data API client was achieved by simply selecting the “YouTube™ cloud services APIs” option as part of the preferences indicated throughout the wizard; similarly, in order to achieve the drag and drop interaction design pattern, the pre-built GUI/business logic component implementing the drag and drop interaction design pattern was selected as part of the preferences indicated throughout the wizard. This component is based on the Adobe® Flex Spark DataGrid component in the case of Web-based RIAs code generation, which includes built-in support for all the required events involved on a drag and drop operation by only setting the dragEnabled and dropEnabled properties to true.

In order to measure the memory usage of the application generated as a result of the code generation scenario described above, two particular tasks were identified. On the one hand, the “YouTube™ data retrieving” task comprises the monitoring of request sending, response handling as well as data parsing subtasks at client-side in the context of retrieving the first page of video feeds for a given query (“Shakira”). These subtasks are equivalent to the general-purpose business logic operations considered by AlexandRIA in business logic distribution. On the other hand, the “YouTube™ video playing” task comprises the monitoring of the request sending and response handling subtasks in the context of loading the SWF file of the first YouTube™ video in the page (“Waka Waka”). RUX-Tool generates AJAX-based GUIs accessing JSP-based back-ends generated by WebRatio; therefore, a servlet container is required to deploy a RUX-Tool-generated GUI. AlexandRIA generates either Adobe® Flex-based applications or PhoneGap®-based applications; therefore, AlexandRIA generated RIAs may require either the Adobe® Flash® Player plugin or the Adobe® AIR runtime, additionally, an HTTP server may be necessary if server-side business logic (PHP or JSP) is required by the user throughout the wizard. Because the RUX-Tool-generated applications can be profiled by employing any monitoring tool for JavaScript code, the built-in Google Chrome’s developer tools were used to this aim. Due to the specific requirements of the AlexandRIA-generated RIAs, Adobe® Scout, a profiling tool for Adobe® Flash® Player and AIR, was used to profile the RAM memory usage of the application in performing the afore described tasks. The profiling was performed using the Google Chrome™ Web browser on the Windows 7 operating system, specifically on a 4 GB RAM, 2.8 GHz quad-core CPU laptop computer. Table 4 summarizes the profiling results.
Task / Code Generation Tool | RUX-Tool | AlexandRIA
---|---|---
YouTube™ data retrieving (client-side) | 7 MB | 43.920 MB
YouTube™ video playing | 7.3 MB | 58.744 MB

Table 4. Memory usage measurement results

As can be inferred from the above summarized results, in contrast to the native HTML Web browser support, the non-native support of Adobe® Flex-based GUIs (MXML) into Web browsers may have a significant cost in RAM memory consumption and other hardware resources because of the necessity of using the Adobe® Flash® Player plugin.

With the aim of measuring the modification complexity of the application generated as a result of the above outlined code generation scenario, only the look and feel modification complexity was considered in this evaluation. In particular, we have considered the customization scenario described in the case study. In this sense, custom event handlers for both the mouse over and mouse out events must be bounded to the items (defined as canvas by default) of both the Vertical Draggable Box and Collapsible Droppable Tree components in the context of customizing the default look and feel of the application generated by using RUX-Tool. RUX-Tool provides a graphical notation aimed at defining event handlers as sequences of three different kinds of actions, namely links, GUI transformations and methods, as well as conditions. In this sense, a GUI transformation action is required in order to change the background color of the canvas over which the mouse is hovered; it is also necessary to define an equivalent GUI transformation action aimed at resetting the background color when the mouse leaves a canvas. For each GUI transformation action, the target property as well as the value to be settled must be indicated. In the context of customizing the look and feel of the application generated by using AlexandRIA, the skin classes attached to the Adobe® Flex DataGrid components representing the search results list and the video playlist must be edited as is outlined in the case study. In detail, the “DataGridSkin.mxml” skin file generated by AlexandRIA includes a “hoverIndicator” part defining the appearance of the row of the DataGrid component over which the mouse is hovered; an Adobe® Flex SolidColor element called “hoverIndicatorFill” sets the background color. It is important to notice that Adobe® Flex automatically associates the skin parts to the involved mouse events so that it is not necessary to define event listeners and handlers. Table 5 summarizes the results obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Generation Tool</th>
<th>Number of Stages</th>
<th>Time Spent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUX-Tool</td>
<td>2 (event listeners definition, event handlers binding)</td>
<td>&lt; 2 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlexandRIA</td>
<td>2 (project importing, skin file edition)</td>
<td>&lt; 2 min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Modification complexity assessment results

As a result of the code generation process using RUX-Tool, one INSTANCE and TEMPLATE file (resources) per each layout region defined as part of the GUI model were generated; a JSP file implementing a runtime resources resolution engine, three JavaScript files defining application’s logic, three CSS files defining overall application’s style, nine JavaScript files including jQuery UI library
files, jQuery plugins and one SWF Object library file, eighteen image files representing application’s assets and one HTML file representing the application entry point (index) were generated. In addition, two CSS files representing a jQuery GUI theme and thirteen image files representing GUI assets were generated. As a result of the code generation process using AlexandRIA a total of four MXML files representing the Adobe® Flex application, the AlexandRIA’s “Yt” component and the GUI/business logic components implementing the inline paging and drag and drop interaction design patterns, eight skin classes, fourteen icon files, three Adobe® Flex project files, one SWF file resulted from compilation and one HTML/JavaScript file representing the Web page wrapper were generated. Although the source code automatically generated by RUX-Tool from Web and GUI models is primarily edited through the models itself and not by hand, it is a best practice to generate as much developer-friendly source code as possible. Moreover, this is not the case of AlexandRIA because the source code must be able to be edited by the developer either by hand or by using Adobe® Flash Builder. According to this, the inline documentation completeness of both applications is assessed taking the business logic files as sample. In detail a total of two JavaScript files (“all.js”, “ruxajax.js”) containing eleven and one functions, respectively, was analyzed in the case of RUX-Tool. On the other hand, a total of two MXML files (“ytbComponent.mxml”, “inlinePagingComponent.mxml”) containing twelve and eight ActionScript functions, respectively, were analyzed in the case of AlexandRIA. The results obtained suggest that neither RUX-Tool nor AlexandRIA generates inline documented source code. It is important to notice that the inner JavaScript functions were not taken into account in the case of RUX-Tool. In both cases, the business logic files containing no functions were left out.

Finally, there are a lot of best practices and coding conventions for the programming languages (HTML, JavaScript, JSP, MXML, ActionScript, PHP) and frameworks (jQuery UI, Adobe® Flex, PhoneGap®) underlying to the code generators analyzed in this evaluation, which may be addressed by these tools as a primary step towards the optimization of the source code generated. However, only the code conventions for functions naming common to all the underlying programming languages were considered in this evaluation with the aim of measuring the compliance with coding standards of the applications generated as a result of the code generation scenario. It basically treats the evaluation of the compliance with the “lowerCamelCase” de facto standard of the functions defined in the business logic files also considered on evaluating the inline documentation completeness. Table 6 summarizes the results obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Generation Tool</th>
<th>Sample Files</th>
<th>Partial Results</th>
<th>Final Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUX-Tool</td>
<td>“all.js” (11 functions)</td>
<td>0/11=0</td>
<td>0/12=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“rux-ajax.js” (1 function)</td>
<td>0/1=0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlexandRIA</td>
<td>“ytbComponent.mxml” (12 functions)</td>
<td>12/12=1</td>
<td>20/20=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“inlinePagingComponent.mxml” (8 functions)</td>
<td>8/8=1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Results from compliance with coding standards assessment

It is important to notice that the handlers automatically generated by RUX-Tool starting from the links defined in the WebML hypertext model (WebRatio project) as well as the handlers directly defined in the RUX-Tool project are generated as JavaScript functions contained into the “all.js” file.
so that it seems that the degree to which RUX-Tool-generated applications comply with the "lowerCamelCase" de facto standard depends to some extent on the names assigned by developers to the handlers. Nevertheless, this is not the truth because RUX-Tool automatically assigns an ID to each handler defined in the RUX-Tool project, which is used to generate the corresponding JavaScript function; similarly, the handlers generated starting from the underlying WebRatio project use IDs automatically assigned by WebRatio when the links were created. These IDs consist of sequences of words separated by underscores; therefore, the corresponding JavaScript functions do not conform to the "lowerCamelCase" coding convention. In the case of AlexandRIA, the source code generated mostly comes from a set of pre-built GUI/business logic components which have been developed taking into account not only de facto coding standards but also best practices concerning to setting up Adobe® Flex and PhoneGap® projects [42].

7 Future Directions

Conceptually the AlexandRIA’s architecture has a set of libraries for different cross-platform RIAs frameworks. Therefore, we are currently working on optimizing the integration of the PhoneGap® 1.0 framework to allow generating native applications for the Windows® Phone mobile platform. In addition, we are analyzing the possibility to implement class libraries for other mobile platforms supported by PhoneGap® 1.0 such as Palm® webOS® with the aim of extending the range of mobile platforms supported by AlexandRIA. Furthermore, we are considering generating applications with functionality different from the functionality provided by the cloud services APIs; e.g., Web browser-based RIAs and desktop RIAs for managing databases and mobile RIAs that exploit hardware capabilities such as the camera and the GPS receiver of mobile devices.

Finally, we are working on the integration of RIA patterns from all rich design levels [27] to the generated applications i.e., screen layouts and application patterns in addition to the already supported interaction design patterns. The integration of these design principles and best practices means the delivering of better user experiences. At the same time, we are working to fully integrate the Abstract Data View (ADV) design model to the abstract GUI design using AlexandRIA, especially the use of ADV-charts for modeling not only structural aspects but also GUI transformations as a result of user interaction events and temporal behaviors.

Moreover, the implementation of a mechanism for automatically generating API wrappers (GUI/business logic components) as part of the code generation process represents another area of opportunity. This automatic mechanism for discovering and adding new Cloud services to AlexandRIA ecosystem could be based on a catalog of Cloud services APIs allowing not only reducing the amount of development time and effort required to provide a predefined set of API wrappers but also promoting a higher level of personalization in the code generation process. Going beyond, a process for multi-device RIAs design and development can be abstracted from the code generation algorithm implemented by AlexandRIA as a starting point on providing full support for engineering RIAs, i.e., a comprehensive multi-device RIAs development approach. In this sense, to cover the complete multi-device RIA lifecycle represents the primary step.
8 Conclusions

RIAs engineering is an emerging field of Software Engineering that everyday defines new boundaries. Nowadays, RIAs development involves the development of Web applications, desktop applications and applications for mobile devices. At this point, the GUI pattern-based approach implemented by AlexandRIA becomes relevant because it covers all phases of multi-device RIAs code generation, from the identification of the required type of application to the deployment of the generated application on target devices. AlexandRIA implements this code generation approach as a RAD approach using reusable software components and templates as high-level constructs with the aim of automatically generating both 1) source code ready-to-import into compatible Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Adobe® Flash Builder 4.5 in the case of Adobe® Flex-based applications and 2) installation files ready-to-deploy on target devices, including digitally signed mobile applications. In this sense, AlexandRIA may allow RIAs developers to save development time and effort and, at the same time, it ensures less error-prone applications.

Comparing AlexandRIA against other RIAs development tools, the results show that AlexandRIA possess most of the features that a RIAs development tool must possess in order to satisfy most of the requirements of a RIAs developer. In this sense, it is important to notice that the features evaluated comes from RIAs engineering literature, code generation literature and software quality literature; therefore, they were previously validated. Furthermore, it can be inferred from the results that the quality of the applications generated by AlexandRIA respect to both the extent to which the source code can be customized and the extent to which the source code comply with coding standards is more acceptable than the quality of the applications generated by other RIAs development tools.

Finally, we want to emphasizes that, unlike other proposals which are mainly based on MDE approaches and are focused on legacy Web applications GUIs improvement, AlexandRIA is focused on RIAs code generation putting the software modeling in second place. In detail, AlexandRIA automates a RIAs code generation approach centered on designing GUIs as compositions of interaction design patterns modeled by means of pre-built Abstract Data Views (ADVs). At the same time, it is inspired by diverse high level primitives already proposed in the RIAs engineering literature in order to cover most of the standard features of RIAs, namely rich GUIs, client-side business logic and sophisticated client-server communication mechanisms.
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